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Overview
codeBeamer’s QA & Test Management functionality helps you achieve higher product quality and 
ensures complete traceability along the lifecycle. Through its advanced Quality Assurance feature set, 
it lets you define test cases, plan and organize them into test sets, save these in test libraries for later 
re-use, and execute test sets on multiple configurations manually or automatically (via Jenkins). Test 
coverage and results can be analyzed using the Coverage Browser and highly configurable reporting 
dashboards.

QA & Testing is a fully integrated part of the codeBeamer ALM system, supporting the implementation 
of a comprehensive quality lifecycle throughout development. Test management is integrated with bug 
management, and in case of a failure at test execution, bugs are reported automatically. codeBeamer 
ALM provides end-to-end traceability by associating tests with requirements, code and releases. The 
Audit Trail dashboard simplifies and accelerates compliance audits. The Test Coverage Browser can 
be used to visualize, filter and analyze the coverage of requirements with test cases. A variety of further 
features support efficient and comprehensive Quality Assurance.

codeBeamer’s integrations further support QA & 
testing processes: its out of the box integrations 
(JIRA®, IBM® Rational® DOORS® via the DOORS 
Bridge, Bugzilla, Mantis, MS Office, Jenkins, 
JUnit, JMeter, Selenium, HPQC, BMW-QC, 
VectorCAST, Cantata, etc.) can be extended 
with custom solutions using REST or Swagger 
API. codeBeamer is connected to the Tasktop 
Integration Hub, connecting it with over 50 
further software tools. 
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Main Features
Traceability

codeBeamer’s QA & Test functionality is fully 
integrated in the ALM tool, providing gapless end-
to-end traceability from demands and requirements 
all the way through to testing and release. Links may 
be established between all work items, and the entire 
process analyzed using the: 

• Coverage Browser – ensures an overview on 
the test coverage of all your requirements, and 
provides test results statistics. 

• Traceability Browser – provides a flexibly 
customizable way to oversee dependencies 
between all your artifacts across trackers and 
projects.

Agile Testing & DevOps Support 

Through its Agile layer, codeBeamer ALM supports 
Agile testing (test / bug fixing sprints) as well as 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Testing as per 
the DevOps concept. Parametrized testing helps you 
deliver higher quality software through more accurate 
testing. Automated testing is supported via an out of 
the box integration with Jenkins, while unit testing is 
supported by an xUnit plugin. The configurable Service 
Desk provides a convenient interface for customers, 
users and other external or internal stakeholders to 
submit actionable issues (bugs, change requests, etc) 
while maintaining traceability. 

► 
Test Coverage 

Browser

◄ 
Traceability 
Browser
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Review Hub

The Review Hub is a powerful add-on that helps better 
satisfy customer needs with high quality products.  
It enables you to collect and assign work items for 
review, and review all changes as well as the impacts 
of these changes conveniently. With the Review Hub, 
you can easily trace changes to specifications, and 
review all the actions resulting from these changes. 
Statistics may be simply exported about your reviews 
to help efficient reporting. Use the Review Hub 
to manage approvals of all changes to customer 
specifications with all their relations, and trace their 
implementation through to testing with minimal effort. 

Test Case Definition, Library 
Management and Re-use

Test cases may be defined manually in a collaborative 
manner, derived from requirements, or imported from 
MS Office (Word or Excel) documents. Parametrized 
testing is supported. All test cases can be saved in 
libraries with hierarchies and dependencies to make 
them available for re-use across projects, facilitating 
the management of multiple product variants. 
Requirements may be reused with the test cases that 
verify them, significantly reducing the time and costs of 
verification and QA in product line management. 

Test Sets and Test Runs

Test cases can be grouped into test sets based on, for 
instance, their type, importance, the tested product 
feature, or the business risk posed. Test configurations 
define both the tested product and the testing 
environment. Testers can initiate test runs by selecting 
the test sets to run, and the test configurations and 
product releases to be used. Test may be executed 
manually or automatically via Jenkins, and unit 
testing is supported via xUnit. Test engineers can 
continuously track, monitor and analyze the status of 
test executions, using real-time test reports and testing 
dashboards. A Test Coverage Browser is available to 
make sure that no critical aspects are left untested and 
that all security, reliability, performance and quality 
expectations are met. 

▲ 
Test case 
library 
supporting 
re-use

 
◄ 
Requirements-
based test 
case definition

◄ 
Review Hub
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Baselines (Versioning)

When creating baselines, all test-related information is 
automatically versioned in the background. In addition 
to test details, baselining enables you to capture the 
state of all information (all artifacts, documents, and 
communication) at strategic points to support audits, 
to discover deviations, and to allow users to “go 
back in time” by browsing previous baselines. Using 
versioned testing, baselined product versions may be 
re-tested with their corresponding test cases any time 
(that is, older versions of a test case may be re-run 
with versioned configurations).  

Test Parameterization

Parameters for test runs can be defined or imported 
into codeBeamer. Test parameters are attributes with 
different values that describe the live environment of 
the product, letting you define product failure profiles 
in the actual context (operating environment) of the 
product. The ability to re-use test parameters saves 
you a lot of redundant work as test cases don’t have 
to be replicated with all their parameters for future 
product variants.

Reporting & Audit Trail Dashboard

In addition to advanced queries, filtering, data 
visualization, and automated reports, codeBeamer 
greatly supports QA analytics & reporting via its Audit 
Trail Dashboard. The Audit Trail Dashboard helps 
simplify and cut the time and costs of compliance. A 
lifecycle-wide audit trail is automatically recorded in 
codeBeamer ALM with all changes to your trackers, 
fields, workflows and transition diagrams, and an 
overview of current permissions. All this is accessible 
with just a few clicks using the comprehensive Audit 
Trail Dashboard. Using the dashboard, you can create 
an automatically updated widget with all this lifecycle 
data, and simply export comprehensive reports to 
accelerate compliance audits.

Test execution 
▼  

 
◄  
Group-based 
permissions 

▲  
Audit Trail 

►  
Customizable 

QA dashboards 
for test 

management
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codeBeamer ALM  
QA & Test Management Feature List

Test case exporting and importing via MS 
Word and Excel & other integrations

Test case management and 
re-use via libraries 

Review Hub for simplified reviews 

Manual and automated testing (test cases, test 
steps, and test sets)

Test configurations and 
parametrization 

Simplified regulatory compliance (process 
control, approval management, reporting)

Test coverage analysis via the Coverage 
Browser and the Traceability Browser

Reporting & audits: visual test analytics 
dashboards & Audit Trail Reports

Continuous & automated testing via 
integrations with Jenkins/Hudson, JUnit, 
JMeter, Selenium, HP-QC, BMW-QC…

Integrations, REST and Swagger API support 
(MS Office, Jenkins, JUnit, Selenium, TeamCity, 
VectorCAST, Cantata, HP-QC, Jira, Mantis, 
agosense, Tasktop & more)

 
For more information, visit our Pricing & Features page. 
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codeBeamer ALM is successfully used by:

Start a free trial of codeBeamer ALM: 
https://intland.com/codebeamer/download/

To request a free 1-on-1 online demo, contact our Sales department: 
sales@intland.com
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